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Abstract
Social media have become an integral part of our daily lives, yet they have also resulted in various negative effects
on users, ranging from offensive or hateful content to the spread of misinformation. In recent years, numerous
automated approaches have been proposed to identify and combat such harmful content. However, it is crucial
to recognize the human aspect of users who engage with this content in designing efforts to mitigate these
threats. We propose to incorporate principles of behavioral science, specifically the concept of nudging into social
media platforms. Our approach involves augmenting social media feeds with informative diagrams, which provide
insights into the content that users are presented. The goal of our work is to empower social media users to make
well-informed decisions for themselves and for others within these platforms. Nudges serve as a means to gently
draw users’ attention to content in an unintrusive manner, a crucial consideration in the context of social media. To
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted a user study involving 120 Italian-speaking participants
who interacted with a social media interface augmented with these nudging diagrams. Participants who had used
the augmented interface were able to outperform those using the plain interface in a successive harmful content
detection test where nudging diagrams were not visible anymore. Our findings demonstrate that our approach
significantly improves users’ awareness of potentially harmful content with effects lasting beyond the duration of the
interaction. In this work, we provide a comprehensive overview of our experimental materials and setup, present
our findings, and refer to the limitations identified during our study.
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1. Introduction
Several negative implications and threats of social
media platforms have been highlighted in recent
years, e.g. (Ognibene et al., 2023b). The plat-
forms’ goal of maximizing user engagement is ex-
ploiting human weaknesses with persuasive tech-
nology, resulting in extraordinarily profitable out-
comes for the companies operating them (Church
et al., 2023).
Two examples for serious types of harmful con-
tent spreading online are hate speech and misin-
formation. Hate speech posted on social media
can trigger negative emotions among users and it
has a low detection rate across various age and
user demographics with both, younger and more
experienced social media users, tending to identify
hate speech content less effectively (Schmid et al.,
2022). On the other side, disinformation is grow-
ing at unprecedented volumes, leading to an ur-
gent need to tackle digital disinformation for social
good, given the numerous negative implications
associated with it (Shu, 2023). These problems
could even get worse in the next years, as recent
research has shown that large language models

(LLMs) have the potential to be misused for gener-
ating misinformation that can be more challenging
to identify than content written by humans (Chen
and Shu, 2023; Pan et al., 2023), pointing out the
urgency for proactive interventions.
Examples of fake news that have been debunked
as false by the fact-checking organization Politi-
fact1 and are currently spreading online can be
seen in Figure 1.
As it gets increasingly hard for people to rec-
ognize such harmful content, they would like to
have warning labels related to posts (Kirchner and
Reuter, 2020). Recent work has demonstrated
that interacting with a social media feed that con-
tains warning labels, as sometimes employed by
these platforms, can have a positive effect on rec-
ognizing misinformation (Koch et al., 2023). Simi-
larly, other studies not limited to social media plat-
forms have shown that providing labels for news
texts can improve people’s ability to assess their
credibility, e.g. (Kirchner and Reuter, 2020; Lu
et al., 2022; Tafur and Sarkar, 2023). However, it

1https://www.politifact.com/

https://www.politifact.com/
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Figure 1: Examples for fake news spreading on
social media as fact checked by Politifact.

has also turned out that feeds that only partly pro-
vide warning signals, can lead to increases in the
perceived credibility, even if posts are fake (Pen-
nycook et al., 2020).
The objective of assisting users in their interaction
with social media is to support them to make in-
formed decisions for themselves and other people
using such platforms. At the same time, it is es-
pecially important to not restrict their freedom of
choice and assist them in a way that is as unin-
trusive as possible. Two principles from behav-
ioral science that can be useful in that context are
nudging (Thaler and Sunstein, 2009) and boosting
(Hertwig and Grüne-Yanoff, 2017). For example,
including warning lights is a nudging strategy that
has be demonstrated to be effective in reducing
harm in other contexts (Zimmerman et al., 2019,
2020).
We propose to make use of these strategies for
supporting users in detecting potential threats on
social media, while at the same time taking into ac-
count limitations of recent studies where such con-
cepts are either not applied in more general set-
tings (Kirchner and Reuter, 2020; Lu et al., 2022;
Tafur and Sarkar, 2023) or are only applied to
a limited extent when focusing on social media
(Kirchner and Reuter, 2020).
To address these issues, we propose a series of
experiments aimed at assessing how individuals
perform in recognizing potentially harmful content
after engaging with a social media interface, where
all posts are labeled with information about hate
speech and misinformation. Our objective is to de-
terminewhether such assistance can yield positive
outcomes. To investigate this, we conduct a con-
trolled study involving the implementation of a so-
cial media interface and comparing various exper-
imental conditions to validate our approach. While
we acknowledge that our work may have a differ-
ent emphasis compared to traditional NLP contri-

butions, our intention is to bridge the gap between
algorithmic advancements in NLP and real-world
user behavior. We believe that understanding the
practical implications of algorithms is crucial for the
holistic evaluation of NLP techniques.
In the spirit of TRAC@LREC-COLING we release
all our resources, including the annotated posts,
our questionnaires, and code to run the interface2.

2. Related Work
We will start by offering a comprehensive review
of various threats that can appear on social me-
dia. Furthermore, we will summarize educational
strategies, with a particular focus on non-invasive
methods such as nudging and boosting. Lastly,
we will showcase ongoing efforts regarding the in-
corporation of warning labels as part of social me-
dia threat education.

2.1. Social Media Threats
Due to the diversity of content on social media
and the underlying mechanisms of these plat-
forms there is a broad range of threats occur-
ring on such platforms that can negatively affect
their users. Threat categories are spanning from
content-based concerns to algorithmic issues, dy-
namics, cognitive challenges, and socio-emotional
risks (Ognibene et al., 2023b). For our contextu-
alization of these threats we will focus on content-
based risks, as these are the ones we intend to
address primarily by displaying information about
posts via diagrams.
Content-based threats are not unique to clas-
sical media but manifest in distinct ways, of-
ten thriving on the web and social media.
These threats include various problematic as-
pects, such as toxic content (Sheth et al.,
2022), fake news/misinformation (Shu et al., 2017;
Aïmeur et al., 2023), beauty stereotypes (Aparicio-
Martinez et al., 2019), and bullying (Craig et al.,
2020).
As a result, this can for example lead to body
dissatisfaction and eating disorders in the case
of beauty stereotypes (Aparicio-Martinez et al.,
2019), increase mental distress and suicidality
among youth (Abi-Jaoude et al., 2020), or threaten
democracy, justice, public trust, freedom of ex-
pression, journalism, and economic growth in the
case of misinformation (Shu, 2023).
Given the importance of these threats, various
research directions focus on the development of
dedicated detection systems. Examples include
fake news (Bhattarai et al., 2022; Hartl and Kr-
uschwitz, 2022; Guo et al., 2022; Donabauer and
Kruschwitz, 2023), hate speech (Zampieri et al.,

2https://github.com/DimNeuroLab/COURAGE_api

https://github.com/DimNeuroLab/COURAGE_api
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2022; Jahan et al., 2022; Ababu and Woldeyohan-
nis, 2022) or offensive language detection (Ajvazi
and Hardmeier, 2022; Hoefels et al., 2022).

2.2. Education About Threats: Nudging
and Boosting

In response to the negative impact of social media
use on its users, educators and researchers have
been actively engaged in developing and deliver-
ing interventions aimed at promoting social media
literacy and responsible online behaviors (Guess
et al., 2020; Gordon et al., 2021; Sánchez-Reina
et al., 2021; Theophilou et al., 2023). These inter-
ventions encompass a wide range of educational
materials and tools, such as workshops, online
courses, games, and awareness campaigns, often
delivered in schools. Their goal is to empower in-
dividuals with the knowledge and skills necessary
to critically assess the information they encounter
online. Despite these efforts, not all segments of
the population can take advantage of these educa-
tional opportunities (Lee, 2018). This is due to a
significant portion of the social media population
being over 18 and no longer enrolled in educa-
tional institutions3.
To bridge this gap and further support social me-
dia users in their daily interactions, there is a
growing consensus on the importance of integrat-
ing unobtrusive features directly into these plat-
forms to raise awareness regarding potentially
negative aspects (Morrow et al., 2022). These
features can enhance the transparency of social
media platforms by providing valuable informa-
tion on a range of topics, including misinforma-
tion (Saltz et al., 2021), image editing (Rodríguez-
Rementería et al., 2022), and the hidden engineer-
ing of social media (Ognibene et al., 2023a).
Integrating unobtrusive features directly into social
media platforms can raise awareness about poten-
tial negative aspects and discourage belief in mis-
information. Seamlessly embedding tools within
the platforms that users already engage with can
have an important immediate impact, from self-
reflection (Purohit et al., 2020) to misinformation
identification (Grady et al., 2021; Epstein et al.,
2022).
Behavioral and cognitive science strategies offer a
well-founded framework for subtly influencing peo-
ple’s behavior, which is especially important in set-
tings such as social media. Two such paradigms
are nudging (Thaler and Sunstein, 2009) and
boosting (Hertwig and Grüne-Yanoff, 2017), both
of which leverage behavioral patterns to subtly in-
fluence people’s behavior without restricting their
freedom of choice.
Nudging (Thaler and Sunstein, 2009) represents a
behavioral public policy approach designed to sup-

3https://backlinko.com/social-media-users

port individuals in making better choices through
the “choice architecture” of their environment,
which includes aspects such as default settings.
However, their inherent limitation lies in their in-
ability to teach new skills or competencies. Con-
sequently, when a nudge is removed, users tend
to revert to their previous behavior without having
acquired any lasting knowledge.
This is where the concept of boosting offers an al-
ternative approach. Unlike nudges, boosts prior-
itize interventions that enhance individuals’ com-
petence inmaking independent decisions (Hertwig
and Grüne-Yanoff, 2017).
An example of a tool integrated in social media
leveraging the boosting mechanism is the one pro-
posed by (Aprin et al., 2022). This work inte-
grates a virtual learning companion that guides
users through a process to identify the credibility
of images. The companion does not simply la-
bel content as credible or non-credible; instead,
it provides educational materials and critical think-
ing exercises to help users learn how to assess the
credibility of images on their own.
On the contrary, an approach utilizing the nudg-
ing strategy in the form of a web-browser plugin
is the one proposed by (Kyza et al., 2021). This
plugin evaluates the credibility of tweets and uses
a nudging mechanism to allow users to blur out
low-credibility tweets by customizing their prefer-
ences. This nudging mechanism directly blurs
out content, but other forms of nudging, such as
warning lights and information nutrition labels, also
have the potential to reduce harm and risks in web
searches (e.g. Zimmerman et al. (2020)).
Nudges are particularly suitable for integration into
social media interfaces, as they generally impose
minimal additional cognitive burden on users. In
addition, the objective of assisting users on social
media is to support them to make informed deci-
sions for themselves and other people using such
platforms. Nudges offer a way to push content to
users, making them aware of it in a way as unintru-
sive as possible, something particularly important
in contexts like social media.

2.3. Warning Labels and Social Media
Social media platforms have introduced features
to warn users about potentially misleading content,
for example on Facebook4 as well as Twitter/X5.
These warnings are valuable signals that can help
users assess the credibility of the information they
are about to access. Such in-platform measures
could play a significant role in curbing the spread
of misinformation and improving the overall user

4https://about.fb.com/news/tag/
misinformation/

5https://communitynotes.x.com/guide/en/
about/introduction

https://backlinko.com/social-media-users
https://about.fb.com/news/tag/misinformation/
https://about.fb.com/news/tag/misinformation/
https://communitynotes.x.com/guide/en/about/introduction
https://communitynotes.x.com/guide/en/about/introduction
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experience which is why assessing the impact of
such flagging is important to determine the useful-
ness of their functionality.
Research has been conducted to investigate the
impact of warning labels, specifically those related
to misinformation, on users’ perception of news ar-
ticles. Typically, participants are presented with
articles that could be shared on social media, ac-
companied by warning labels and then give them
the task to assess the authenticity of the content
(Clayton et al., 2020; Kirchner and Reuter, 2020;
Pennycook et al., 2020). These experiments have
shown that people perform better in identifying
misinformation when they have access to ground
truth labels during the annotation process. How-
ever, it is important to note that these experiments
do not replicate the real-world dynamics of us-
ing social media platforms as these studies only
present the news articles as screenshots and the
labeled information is visible during evaluation of
user awareness.
In a more realistic setting, Seo et al. (2019) show
screenshots to participants that simulate Face-
book posts, rather than presenting plain text, while
Koch et al. (2023) provide an interface mimicking
a social media platform. However, in the case
of Koch et al. (2023), only one post in the feed
is labeled, leaving the remaining posts unlabeled.
Pennycook et al. (2020) have shown that such par-
tial labeling can negatively impact the perceived
credibility of other posts in the feed.
Other studies have introduced variations in the
experimental setup by including partially incorrect
annotations, simulating results of machine learn-
ing classifiers (Lu et al., 2022; Tafur and Sarkar,
2023). When the classifier performance is too low
in such settings, participants’ annotation perfor-
mance also suffers, as observed by Snijders et al.
(2023); Theophilou et al. (2023).
Seo et al. (2019) argue that providing participants
with training that demonstrates the positive effects
of labels on identifying potentially harmful content
can lead to improvements. This approach has not
been widely adopted in related work, presenting a
gap that we try to fill by evaluating the impact of a
training phase in our experiments.
It is worth noting that forms of threats appearing
on social media are multifaceted and not only lim-
ited to fake news. The studies presented so far
have solely focused on misinformation detection,
e.g. (Kirchner and Reuter, 2020; Snijders et al.,
2023; Koch et al., 2023). We extend these eval-
uations by including additional warning labels for
hate speech.
While most studies show news items along with la-
bels during the annotation process, this approach
may encourage participants to only rely on the
provided labels and does not allow to measure

whether or not the labels provide a lasting ef-
fect independently of the explicit task they are in-
volved in during the experiment that can bias the
results. In contrast, Lu et al. (2022) and Seo et al.
(2019) present the only two studies (to the best
of our knowledge) where article labels are shown
before the annotation phase (Lu et al., 2022) or
where participants first annotate labeled articles,
then re-annotate the same articles without labels
(Seo et al., 2019).
Our research aims to evaluate amore realistic pro-
cess when encountering such labels in a feed by
subsequently requiring them to annotate content
without the benefit of ground truth during annota-
tion while in addition considering multiple posts for
reflection.

3. Materials
3.1. Interface
In general, the interface developed for the exper-
iments mimics the well-known social media plat-
form X (formerly Twitter) in its appearance. This
includes a navigation menu on the left side, the ac-
tual feed in the center as well as some topic and
page recommendations on the right side.
For our investigations we have developed two ver-
sions of the interface:

• a plain social media feed without any ad-
ditional information regarding hatefulness or
fakeness of posts;

• the same interface with additional, interactive
diagrams that provide information about the
checked characteristics (see Figure 2).

The diagrams are titled with the respective infor-
mation they hold (misinformation and hate speech)
and are colored either fully in green (i.e. no mis-
information and hate speech) or fully in red (i.e.
contains misinformation or hate speech). When
hovering over the diagram the same label as in-
dicated by the color appears. Colors and shape
of these diagrams are inspired by stoplights which
have proven to be effective in reducing harm in
search (Zimmerman et al., 2019).
The interaction opportunities are limited to the
feeds at the center of the interface to put the par-
ticipants’ focus on that area and prevent them from
unintended behavior not related to the actual ex-
periment. We have added these restrictions to
maintain control over the experimental setting, a
practice commonly employed in experiments in-
volving web pages to ensure a greater degree of
control over the overall interactions, e.g. (Pogacar
et al., 2017).
Furthermore, we eliminated any form of social en-
dorsement cues, given their potential influence on
the perception of posts (Ali et al., 2022; Shin et al.,
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Figure 2: Interface as used in conditions 2 and 3 with diagram augmented feed.

2022) while our objective is to assess the effects of
diagrams containing information about the posts.

3.2. Posts
Overall, we set the number of posts in the feed to
eight to avoid information overload (Edson C Tan-
doc and Kim, 2023). All posts are actual tweets
from Twitter, sometimes with slight modifications
in their wording as we translatedmost of them from
English into Italian. To ensure that the translation
are of high quality we did not rely on automated
approaches but performed it manually. We used
posts from a diverse set of topics: (1) Notre Dame
fire; (2) Charlie Hebdo attacks and (3) Immigra-
tion. We selected these topics as we sourced a
large proportion of them from annotated datasets
in the domain which partly provides us with ground
truth information for the diagrams and later evalu-
ation. As posts with images/links draw more at-
tention of the user (Vraga et al., 2016), we only
include posts that solely contain textual content
to prevent adding bias. The datasets we used to
select the tweets from are Zubiaga et al. (2016)
for misinformation and Basile et al. (2019) for hate
speech. We decided for these resources as we re-
quired datasets that contain labels corresponding,
at least in part, to the categories in our diagrams.
The dataset should also contain tweets, and the
tweet-IDs allowing us to recrawl profile-related
meta-information, which we presented within the
feed. Additionally, we made efforts to ensure that
the content of the posts did not solely represent

obvious misinformation but rather included inac-
curate details about events, for instance. As we
provide two labels for each of the posts but most
of the time only have parts of the information avail-
able we annotate the remaining characteristics on
our own. One of the authors served as annota-
tor following the guidelines provided for the origi-
nal dataset when annotating hate speech (Basile
et al., 2019), and proceeded to label the previously
unlabeled posts. For each post in the feed we use
the annotations obtained through this process as
ground truth annotations for fake news and hate
speech.

4. Experiments
4.1. Procedure
The study begins by informing the participants
about its relation to a research project. During this
initial phase, participants provide informed con-
sent for their participation. Additionally, we offer
an explanation of certain aspects of the interface,
particularly those that are different from their fa-
miliarity with conventional social media platforms,
such as the inclusion of supplementary diagrams.
After this step, the actual interaction with the in-
terface begins. To ensure their active involve-
ment, and to prevent them from skipping after a
few seconds (reducing the participation time re-
sults in higher payment per hour), we included a
hidden timer in the interface. After two minutes, an
alert is triggered, displaying a code, and we expect
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them to copy this code into the first field of the sub-
sequent questionnaire. Participants are informed
of this process before they are directed to the in-
terface. However, it remained possible for partici-
pants to continue spending additional time on the
feed, as we did not impose any restrictions on their
interactions with the interface after displaying the
code. We note that adding a timer might also have
the opposite effect, potentially leading individuals
to pay less attention, as observed in previous NLP
annotation tasks (Chamberlain, 2015).
After the participants are done spending time on
interacting with the interface, they are forwarded to
the annotation phase of the questionnaire. In this
phase, participants are presented with the previ-
ously viewed posts one after the other. Their ob-
jective is to identify whether each post contains ei-
ther misinformation or hateful content. Apart from
that they have to submit a confidence value, rep-
resenting how sure they are about their annota-
tions. To enhance the complexity of the task, the
presentation order of the posts during annotation
differs from their order within the interface. Ad-
ditionally, we remove visual cues such as profile
images and usernames (and of course diagrams).
To check whether the participants are paying at-
tention during this phase we include an attention
check (Abbey and Meloy, 2017). The check is
done by adding an additional artificial post text that
advises the participant to mark both misinforma-
tion and hate speech as false. Thus, random or
inattentive annotations are likely to fail this check.
Lastly, participants are required to provide de-
mographic information and respond to questions
about their typical social media usage behaviour.

4.2. Conditions
To compare how labeling of social media content
influences users’ awareness and understanding of
social media threats in an realistic environment,
we compared different conditions with each other:

1. No Training and no Diagrams: For the
baseline condition we presented a plain
feed without any further information on hate
speech and fake news to the participants.
This setup reflects the standard interaction of
users with a social media platform.

2. No Training but Diagrams: The second con-
dition introduces diagrams to the feed which
hold information about the posts that are
displayed. These diagrams represent the
ground truth labels. As this style of adding in-
formation to posts is new to the participants
we also introduce a third condition that in-
cludes a training phase to make the partici-
pants familiar with the concept.

3. Training and Diagrams: During the training
phase the participants get presented two post
and their associated annotation diagrams.
They are asked to annotate whether the posts
contain misinformation or hate speech. After
submitting their annotations they get immedi-
ate feedback in form of point scores (correct
annotations lead to better scores). The infor-
mation displayed in the diagrams again repre-
sents the ground truth (same as in condition
2) which means that relying on these labels
leads to higher scores and teaches their use-
fulness to the participants.

5. Results
5.1. Participants
During spring/summer 2023 we recruited 40 par-
ticipants for each of the three conditions on Pro-
lific, employing a between-groups design. This
approach resulted in an overall sample size of
N = 120 (which is a similar number compared to
the ones as reported in related studies, e.g. Tafur
and Sarkar (2023): 40 participants; Snijders et al.
(2023): 110 participants; and Theophilou et al.
(2023): 144 participants). We chose this experi-
mental design to prevent information leakage dur-
ing the study, as we utilized the same set of posts
for all conditions to increase comparability. Pre-
senting diagrams in one phase might influence the
subsequent annotation phases in another condi-
tion. All participants are native Italian speakers. To
make sure that the data collected are of high qual-
ity, we excluded participants who did not pass an
attention check. Interestingly, this did not apply to
any of the people taking part in the final study. On
average they were 31.12 years old (std = 10.67),
54% were male (n = 65), 42% female (n = 50)
and 4% of other gender (n = 5). In terms of high-
est degree obtained the participants were rather
highly educated: middle school or lower (n = 2,
1.7%); high school diploma (n = 62, 52%); Bache-
lor degree (n = 28, 23%); Master degree (n = 24,
20%); PhD (n = 2, 1.7%); other (n = 2, 1.7%).
We also asked them about their social media rou-
tines. 12% spend less than one hour a day (n =
14), 30% between one and two hours a day (n =
36), 19% between two and three hours a day (n =
23), another 19% between three and four hours a
day (n = 23) and 20% even more than four hours
a day (n = 24) on social media platforms. 43%
(n = 52) replied that checking social media is the
first thing they do in the morning, compared to 57%
(n = 68) who do not do so.

5.2. Detection Performance
For each post in the feed we have ground truth
information for fake news and hate speech. We
use the annotations submitted by each participant
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to calculate a metric for their performance in de-
tecting fake/hateful posts. We use the accuracy
and macro F1 metrics. As a result, we get a list of
values for each condition, representing the perfor-
mance of participants in this group. For simplicity
we will only report detailed results for macro F1 in
this section. However, we note that the accuracy
scores are highly similar and we provide detailed
statistics for both metrics in our GitHub repository.

Condition F1 Hate Speech F1 Fake News
nT-nD 0.799 0.763
nT-D 0.886 0.869
T-D 0.877 0.890

Table 1: Average macro F1 scores for detection
performance of hate speech and fake news be-
tween different experimental conditions. nT-nD =
no training and no diagrams; nT-D = no training
but diagrams; T-D = training and diagrams.

Table 1 shows the mean detection performance
(F1 scores) of participants within each group. Ad-
ditionally, for a more comprehensive perspective,
we have included a detailed overview in Figure
3 for fake news detection and Figure 4 for hate
speech detection using boxplots.
In order to evaluate the differences, we conduct
tests to determine their significance. First, we test
for normal distribution within each group. Since
some of the values are not normally distributed we
apply a Kruskal-Wallis test for independent sam-
ples. As the results are significant at p < 0.01 for
all conditions we apply a post hoc pairwise test for
multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction to
adjust the p-values.
In terms of hate speech detection performance, we
observe a statistically significant difference with a
p-value of slightly smaller than 0.01 between con-
ditions nt-nD and nT-D, as well as a p-value of
0.038 between conditions nT-D and T-D. However,
no statistically significant difference is evident be-
tween conditions nT-D and T-D.
Similar trends can be observed in the performance
of fake news detection, with p-values that are
much smaller than 0.01 for comparisons between
conditions nT-nD and nT-D, as well as between
conditions nT-nD and T-D. Once again, there is no
statistical distinction between conditions nT-D and
T-D.
We additionally conduct Cohen’s d tests between
the groups. Consistent with the findings from
Kruskal-Wallis tests and Bonferroni correction, the
effect size between groups nt-nD and nT-D is cal-
culated at 0.59, and for groups nT-nD and T-D, it
is 0.58. Moreover, the effect size between condi-
tions nT-D and T-D is negligible, with Cohen’s d
amounting to only 0.06.

Figure 3: Boxplot for macro F1 fake news detec-
tion performance scores between conditions.

Figure 4: Boxplot for macro F1 hate speech detec-
tion performance scores between conditions.

In summary, the results indicate that groups re-
ceiving annotated posts during their interaction
with the interface perform significantly better in
labeling these afterwards in terms of fake news
and hate speech. However, adding a training
phase to demonstrate the usefulness of the dec-
orations does not yield additional significant bene-
fits. While these differences are not significant, it is
worth mentioning that the incorporation of a train-
ing phase resulted in slightly better performance in
detecting fake news.

6. Discussion and Limitations
Below, we will discuss findings and potential limi-
tations of our study. One important finding is that
incorporating diagrams consistently results in sig-
nificantly higher performance when identifying po-
tentially harmful content, compared to viewing a
plain social media feed. This suggests that our
evaluated approach appears to have the desired
effects, even when users no longer see the anno-
tations when assessing posts. This shows a last-
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ing and unbiased effect of the approach. However,
it is important to note that our experiments involved
a limited number of posts. It would be interesting
to explore whether similar effects can be observed
when users are presented with a larger number of
posts, as this could potentially lead to information
overload or habituation effects.
Another observation is that there is no statistically
significant difference between the two conditions
involving diagrams. The training phase does not
yield significantly positive effects on participants’
performance and, in the case of hate speech de-
tection, even results in a slightly worse result com-
pared to the group that did not have a training
phase. However, these differences are very small
and the opposite trend is observed for fake news
detection. In summary, this suggests that the di-
agrams are self-explaining and do not necessar-
ily require a training phase before. However, fur-
ther investigation is needed to understand why the
training phase did not yield more substantial ben-
efits.
In general, across all three conditions we can ob-
serve relatively good performance, with the lowest
F1 scores starting at 0.799 for hate speech detec-
tion and 0.763 for fake news detection within the
group that did not see any additional decorations.
One reason for this might be that the attributes we
evaluated are relatively easy to identify in the posts
we used in our experiments. To obtain more gen-
eralizable results, it would be beneficial to repeat
the experiments using a different set of more chal-
lenging posts, diverse topics, or other attributes to
check than hate speech and fake news. Our re-
sults are also limited by the fact that we only looked
at posts in a single language (Italian). In any case,
we consider the experiments we conducted as a
stepping stone for others to explore these different
dimensions so that we get a clear picture what ap-
proaches are most effective in addressing threats
on social media without imposing any restrictions
on the user’s autonomy.
One aspect that we did not consider is the pos-
sibility of incorrectly labeled posts (i.e. inaccurate
diagrams). Given that assessing content on social
media often is based on automated approaches,
such as machine learning detectors, it would be
interesting to explore whether users follow wrong
annotations or show enough critical thinking to no-
tice inaccurate labels. Educational activity aimed
at counterbalancing AI failure and AI overdepen-
dence would be crucial in this setting (Theophilou
et al., 2023).
Lastly, it is important to note that our study
was conducted on desktop computers rather than
handheld devices. Existing research suggests
that significant differences exist when compared
to mobile devices. For example, higher engage-

ment on desktop computers than on mobile de-
vices when it comes to news consumption time
(Dunaway et al., 2018) and user attention to so-
cial media posts (Keib et al., 2022).

7. Conclusion
Threats faced by social media users in relation
to the content they encounter on these platforms
have become an increasing problem. We pro-
posed an unintrusive approach to support users
in making informed decisions for both themselves
and others when using such platforms. Our ap-
proach makes use of principles from behavioral
science, such as nudging. We demonstrated that
enhancing the social media feed with diagrams
that contain information about the posts signifi-
cantly improves users’ ability to identify potentially
harmful content even when not explicitly asked to
do so (as the task is presented when the diagrams
are not visible anymore). We show that these di-
agrams are intuitively understandable and do not
require additional participant training.
An interesting finding is also the observation that
the nudges we deploy actually demonstrate prop-
erties that more resemble the idea of boosts in
that they appear to teach some practical skill. For
future it might be worthwhile to explore a range of
different nudging and boosting techniques as each
one might, for example, be effective for different
audiences (Lorenz-Spreen et al., 2020).
In conclusion, our findings present promising di-
rections in reducing content-related threats on so-
cial media platforms. To foster reproducibility we
will make all our resources available. We hope that
our results can serve as a benchmark for future ex-
perimental work.

8. Ethical Considerations
It is important to balance support of users in mak-
ing informed decisions about potentially harmful
content on social media while at the same time
maintaining principles like transparency, free ex-
pression, and privacy. Below we will summarize
several ethical considerations related to our study:
One central point is freedom of expression. We
recognize that the line between harmful content
and legitimate discourse can be blurred, resulting
in a need for clear guidelines. This also means
that the accuracy of our evaluated diagrams is cru-
cial. If they are inaccurate or misleading, they may
worsen the problem by spreading false informa-
tion. Augmenting posts might also be considered
as censorship if content is wrongly categorized as
harmful. Therefore, potential effects on free ex-
pression should be minimized. One way of doing
so is to acknowledge that the augmentation should
be optional, allowing users to choose whether or
not to view the diagrams. We do not intend to force
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or intrusively augment content resulting in a viola-
tion of users’ autonomy and privacy.
It is also worth noting that it varies across cultures
and countries what is considered harmful content.
Implementing such a system on a global scale re-
quires sensitivity to these differences and respect-
ing local laws and norms. In addition, algorithms
that could be used to automate the analysis of the
posts can be biased, leading to false positives or
negatives. This again could affect certain groups
and restrict free expression. Thus, in such a case
ensuring fairness and minimizing bias is crucial.
We acknowledge that the impact of augmented
posts on user behavior, perceptions, and the over-
all information ecosystem should also be moni-
tored over time to be able to draw more detailed
conclusions about the effects of the diagrams.
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